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About This Glossary

This glossary provides definitions of terms related to enterprise campus and branch

networking. For definitions of other networking terms, see the Juniper Networks Glossary.

Enterprise Campus and Branch Glossary

A

AAA authentication, authorization, and accounting. Process framework used to standardize the

control of access to computer resources, enforcement of policies, audit of usage, and ability

to report. Authentication determines who the user is and whether to grant that user access to

the network. Authorization determines what the user can do by giving you the ability to limit

network services to different users. Accounting tracks the user’s activities and provides an

audit trail that can be used for billing for connection time or resources used.

active flowmonitoring Flowmonitoring carried out on the same router that forwards the packets being monitored.

In contrast, a passive monitoring router does not forward the packets being monitored—it

receives mirrored packets from a router that is performing the forwarding. See also flow

monitoring.

aggregated interface Logical bundle of physical interfaces managed as a single interface with one IP address.

Network traffic is dynamically distributedacrossports, soadministrationofdata flowingacross

a given port is done automatically within the aggregated link. Using multiple ports in parallel

provides redundancy and increases the link speed beyond the limits of any single port.

aggregation device Device that runs the JunosOSsoftwareandmanages the JunosFusion.Theaggregationdevice

has a connection to all satellite devices in the Junos Fusion and is responsible for all

configuration tasks.

AppSecure A suite of next-generation security capabilities for Juniper Networks SRX Series Services

Gateways that utilize advanced application identification and classification to deliver greater

visibility, enforcement, control, and protection over the network.

AS autonomous system. Set of routers that use the same routing policy while running under a

single technical administration (a routing domain). An AS runs interior gateway protocols

(IGPs) such as RIP, OSPF, and IS-IS within its boundaries. ASs use exterior gateway protocols

(EGPs) toexchange routing informationwithotherASs.Assignedagloballyuniqueautonomous

system number.

authentication,

authorization, and

accounting

AAA. Process framework used to standardize the control of access to computer resources,

enforcement of policies, audit of usage, and ability to report. Authentication determines who

the user is and whether to grant that user access to the network. Authorization determines

what the user can do by giving you the ability to limit network services to different users.

Accounting tracks the user’s activities and provides an audit trail that can be used for billing

for connection time or resources used.
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autoinstallation Automatic configuration of a device over the network from a preexisting configuration file

created and stored on a configuration server—typically a Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP)

server. Autoinstallation occurs on a device that is powered on without a valid configuration

(boot) file or that is configured specifically for autoinstallation. Autoinstallation is useful for

deploying multiple devices on a network.

automation Broad term that encompassesmany levels of automating network functions. Automation can

refer tomanagingvirtual resources, physical resources, orboth.Networkautomationcapabilities

can include configuring and provisioning network devices, spinning up and spinning down

network services, managing network devices and services, and enforcing service-level

agreements (SLAs). Automation reduces the operational overhead of network configuration,

provisioning, andmanagement.

autonomous system AS. Set of routers that use the same routing policy while running under a single technical

administration (a routing domain). An AS runs interior gateway protocols (IGPs) such as RIP,

OSPF, and IS-ISwithin its boundaries. ASs use exterior gateway protocols (EGPs) to exchange

routing information with other ASs. Assigned a globally unique autonomous system number.

See also AS number.

B

basic service set

identifier

BSSID. Identifier that distinguishes each access pointwithin a basic service set. By convention,

the MAC address of an access point is used as its BSSID. Whenmultiple access points exist

within eachWLAN, the BSSID ensures correct identification of each access point and its

associated clients. See also SSID and ESSID.

BFD Bidirectional Forwarding Detection. Protocol that uses control packets and shorter detection

time limits to more rapidly detect failures in a network.

BGP Border Gateway Protocol. Exterior gateway protocol (EGP) used to exchange routing

information among routers in different autonomous systems. Can act as a label distribution

protocol for MPLS.

Bidirectional

Forwarding Detection

BFD. Protocol that uses control packets and shorter detection time limits to more rapidly

detect failures in a network.

blade server Thin server in a rack, generally dedicated to a single application.

Border Gateway

Protocol

BGP. Exterior gateway protocol (EGP) used to exchange routing information among routers

in different autonomous systems. Can act as a label distribution protocol for MPLS.

botnet Group of compromised network devices that are used in coordinated attacks against web

sites, networks, or specific network devices.

bridge • Network component defined by the IEEE that forwards frames from one LAN segment or

VLANtoanother. Thebridging functioncanbecontained ina router, a LANswitch, or another

specialized device. A bridge operates at Layer 2 of theOSI ReferenceModel.See also switch.

• Device that uses the same communications protocol to connect and pass packets between

two network segments.
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bring your own device BYOD. Practice of having employees use their own computing devices—such as smartphones,

laptops, and tablets—in the workplace for connectivity to and use on the secure corporate

network.

BSSID basic service set identifier. Identifier that distinguishes each access pointwithin a basic service

set. By convention, the MAC address of an access point is used as its BSSID. Whenmultiple

access points existwithin eachWLAN, the BSSID ensures correct identification of each access

point and its associated clients. See also SSID and ESSID.

BYOD bring your own device. Practice of having employees use their own computing devices—such

as smartphones, laptops, and tablets—in the workplace for connectivity to and use on the

secure corporate network.

C

cascade port In a Junos Fusion, a port on the aggregation device that connects to a satellite device.

CFM connectivity fault management. End-to-end per-service-instance Ethernet layer operation,

administration, andmanagement (OAM) protocol. CFM includes proactive connectivity

monitoring, fault verification, and fault isolation for largeEthernetmetropolitan-areanetworks.

chassis cluster Physically connected and configured devices that provide redundancy and ensure service

continuity in the event of partial or complete device failure. Chassis clusters provide a resilient

system architecture, synchronizing session and kernel states across control and data planes

to prevent a single point of failure from disabling the network.

class of service CoS. Method of classifying traffic on a packet-by-packet basis using information in the

type-of-service (ToS) byte to provide different service levels to different traffic. See alsoQoS.

Clos network fabric Multistage switching network in which switch elements in the middle stages are connected

to all switch elements in the ingress and egress stages. Clos networks arewell-known for their

nonblocking properties—a connection can bemade from any idle input port to any idle output

port, regardless of the traffic load in the rest of the system.

cloud Internet based environment of virtualized computing resources, including servers, software,

and applications that can be accessed by individuals or businesses with Internet connectivity.

Cloud types include public, private, and hybrid.

cloud computing Cloud computing represents a paradigm shift in the way companies allocate IT resources.

Fundamentally, a cloud is an Internet-based environment of computing resources comprised

of servers, software, and applications that can be accessed by any individual or business with

Internet connectivity. Customers, referred to as tenants, can access resources that they need

to run their business. Clouds offer customers a pay-as-you-go, lease-style investment with

little to no upfront costs, versus buying all of the required hardware and software separately.

Cloudsallowbusinesses toscaleeasilyand tiermoreservicesand functionalityonanas-needed

basis. Cloud computing is the basis for Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Software as a

Service (SaaS).
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CommandandControl Devices used bymalicious users to orchestrate attacks—such as DDoS attacks against web

sites, networks, or specific network devices—are known as Command and Control devices.

Thesedevicescanbepurpose-built tocontrol compromiseddevicesacrossanetwork (including

the Internet), or they themselves canbecompromiseddevices towhichanattacker hasaccess.

connectivity fault

management

CFM. End-to-end per-service-instance Ethernet layer operation, administration, and

management (OAM)protocol.CFM includesproactiveconnectivitymonitoring, fault verification,

and fault isolation for large Ethernet metropolitan-area networks.

CoS class of service. Method of classifying traffic on a packet-by-packet basis using information

in the type-of-service (ToS) byte to provide different service levels to different traffic. See also

QoS.

D

data center Centralizedphysical or virtual facility inwhichall data for a specific purpose is stored,managed,

and communicated.

data center bridging DCB. Set of IEEE specifications that enhances the Ethernet standard to allow it to support

converged Ethernet (LAN) and Fibre Channel (SAN) traffic on one Ethernet network. DCB

features include priority-based flow control (PFC), enhanced transmission selection (ETS),

Data Center Bridging Capability Exchange protocol (DCBX), quantized congestion notification

(QCN), and full-duplex 10-Gigabit Ethernet ports.

Data Center Bridging

Capability Exchange

protocol

DCBX. Discovery and exchange protocol for conveying configuration and capabilities among

neighbors to ensure consistent configuration across the network. It is an extension of the Link

Layer Data Protocol (LLDP, described in IEEE 802.1ab, Station and Media Access Control

Connectivity Discovery).

DCB data center bridging. Set of IEEE specifications that enhances the Ethernet standard to allow

it to support converged Ethernet (LAN) and Fibre Channel (SAN) traffic on one Ethernet

network. DCB features include priority-based flow control (PFC), enhanced transmission

selection (ETS), Data Center Bridging Capability Exchange protocol (DCBX), quantized

congestion notification (QCN), and full-duplex 10-Gigabit Ethernet ports.

DCBX Data Center Bridging Capability Exchange protocol. Discovery and exchange protocol for

conveying configuration and capabilities among neighbors to ensure consistent configuration

across the network. It is an extension of the Link Layer Data Protocol (LLDP, described in IEEE

802.1ab, Station and Media Access Control Connectivity Discovery).

denial of service DoS. System security breach in which network services become unavailable to users.

denial-of-service

attack

DoS attack. Any attempt to deny valid users access to network or server resources by using

up all the resources of the network element or server. Typically, an attacker sends a flood of

information to overwhelm a service system’s resources, causing the server to ignore valid

service requests.
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DevOps Software development method in which development and operations staff collaborate from

design to release of new software and services. The purpose of the method is to optimize

operational performance of the software, often with a goal of automating its development

and deployment.

DoS denial of service. System security breach in which network services become unavailable to

users.

DoS attack denial-of-serviceattack. Anyattempt todeny valid users access tonetworkor server resources

by using up all the resources of the network element or server. Typically, an attacker sends a

flood of information to overwhelm a service system’s resources, causing the server to ignore

valid service requests.

E

Element Management

System

EMS.Web-based or other GUI for managing a specific network device.

EMS Element Management System.Web-based or other GUI for managing a specific network

device.

ESSID extended service set identifier. Identifier of a service set that consists of all the building-block

service sets (known as basic service sets) in a given network. See also SSID and BSSID.

ESX, VMWare ESXi Enterprise-level software hypervisors from VMware that do not need an additional operating

system to run on host server hardware.

Ethernet VPN EVPN. Type of VPN that enables you to connect a group of dispersed customer sites by using

a Layer 2 virtual bridge. As with other types of VPNs, an EVPN comprises customer edge (CE)

devices (routers or switches) connected to provider edge (PE) devices. The PE devices can

include an MPLS edge switch that acts at the edge of the MPLS infrastructure.

EVPN Ethernet VPN. Type of VPN that enables you to connect a group of dispersed customer sites

by using a Layer 2 virtual bridge. As with other types of VPNs, an EVPN comprises customer

edge (CE) devices (routers or switches) connected to provider edge (PE) devices. The PE

devices can include an MPLS edge switch that acts at the edge of the MPLS infrastructure.

extended ports In a Junos Fusion, the network-facing ports on satellite devices.

extended service set

identifier

ESSID. Identifier of a service set that consists of all the building-block service sets (known as

basic service sets) in a given network. See also SSID and BSSID.

Extensible Markup

Language

XML. Used for defining a set of markers, called tags, that define the function and hierarchical

relationships of the parts of a document or data set.

F

fabric Interconnectionof network nodesusingoneormorenetwork switches that functionasa single

logical entity.
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FC Fibre Channel. High-speed network technology used for storage area networks (SANs).

FCoE Fibre Channel over Ethernet. Standard for transporting FC frames over Ethernet networks.

FCoE encapsulates Fibre Channel frames in Ethernet so that the same high-speed Ethernet

physical infrastructure can transport bothdataandstorage trafficwhilepreserving the lossless

CoS that FC requires. FCoE servers connect to a switch that supports both FCoE and native

FC protocols. This allows FCoE servers on the Ethernet network to access FC storage devices

in the SAN fabric on one converged network

Fibre Channel FC. High-speed network technology used for storage area networks (SANs).

Fibre Channel over

Ethernet

FCoE. Standard for transporting FC frames over Ethernet networks. FCoE encapsulates Fibre

Channel frames in Ethernet so that the same high-speed Ethernet physical infrastructure can

transport both data and storage traffic while preserving the lossless CoS that FC requires.

FCoE servers connect to a switch that supports both FCoEandnative FCprotocols. This allows

FCoE servers on the Ethernet network to access FC storage devices in the SAN fabric on one

converged network

field-replaceable unit FRU. Router component that customers can replace onsite.

File Transfer Protocol FTP. Application protocol that is part of the TCP/IP stack model. Used for transferring files

between network nodes. FTP is defined in RFC 959, File Transfer Protocol.

Firefly Perimeter Virtual security appliance that provides security and networking services at the perimeter or

edge in virtualized private or public cloud environments. Firefly Perimeter runs as a virtual

machine (VM) on standard x86 servers. Renamed vSRX as of Junos OS Release 12.1X47-D20.

See also vSRX.

firewall Security gateway positioned between two networks, usually between a trusted network and

the Internet; ameansofcontrollingaccess toanetwork toprotect it frommisuseandmalicious

intent from other users (for example, denial-of-service attacks). A firewall ensures that all

traffic that crosses it conforms to the organization’s security policy. Firewalls track and control

communications, decidingwhether to pass, reject, discard, encrypt, or log them. Firewalls also

can be used to secure sensitive portions of a local network.

firewall filter At the firewall, a policy that evaluates the context of connections and permits or denies traffic

based on the context, updating this information dynamically. Context includes IP source and

destination addresses, port numbers, TCP sequencing information, and TCP connection flags.

The context established in the first packet of a TCP sessionmustmatch the context contained

in all subsequent packets if a session is to remain active. Also known as access control list,

authorization profile, packet filter. See also stateful firewall filter, stateless firewall filter.

Flexible PIC

Concentrator

FPC. An interface concentrator on which physical interface cards (PICs) aremounted. An FPC

is inserted into a slot in a Juniper Networks router. See also PIC.

flowmonitoring Application thatmonitors the flowof trafficandenables lawful interceptionofpackets transiting

between two routers. Traffic flows can be passively monitored by an offline router or actively

monitored by a router participating in the network. See also active flowmonitoring.

Copyright © 2016, Juniper Networks, Inc.6
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FPC Flexible PIC Concentrator. An interface concentrator on which physical interface cards (PICs)

are mounted. An FPC is inserted into a slot in a Juniper Networks router. See also PIC.

FRU field-replaceable unit. Router component that customers can replace onsite.

FTP File Transfer Protocol. Application protocol that is part of the TCP/IP stack model. Used for

transferring files between network nodes. FTP is defined in RFC 959, File Transfer Protocol.

full virtualization Virtualization technique in which the underlying hardware is fully simulated in one or more

virtual machines (VMs). See also paravirtualization.

G

graceful restart Process that allows a routerwhose control plane is undergoing a restart to continue to forward

traffic while recovering its state from neighboring routers. Without graceful restart, a control

plane restart disrupts services provided by the router. Implementation varies by protocol. Also

known as nonstop forwarding.

graceful Routing

Engine switchover

GRES. In a router that contains a master and a backup Routing Engine, allows the backup

Routing Engine to assumemastership automatically, with no disruption of packet forwarding.

Also known as Stateful Switchover (SSO).

graceful switchover Junos OS feature that allows a change from the primary device, such as a Routing Engine, to

the backup device without interruption of packet forwarding.

GRES graceful Routing Engine switchover. In a router that contains a master and a backup Routing

Engine, allows the backup Routing Engine to assumemastership automatically, with no

disruption of packet forwarding. Also known as Stateful Switchover (SSO).

H

HA high availability. Configuring devices to ensure service continuity in the event of a network

outageordevice failure.Used toprovide fault detectionandcorrectionprocedures tomaximize

the availability of critical services and applications. High availability provides both

hardware-specific andsoftware-specificmethods toensureminimaldowntimeandultimately

improve the performance of your network. See also high availability mode, chassis cluster.

high availability HA. Configuring devices to ensure service continuity in the event of a network outage or device

failure. Used to provide fault detection and correction procedures to maximize the availability

of critical services and applications. High availability provides both hardware-specific and

software-specific methods to ensure minimal downtime and ultimately improve the

performance of your network. See also high availability mode, chassis cluster.

hot insertable Components designated as hot insertable can be inserted into the chassis while the device is

running.

hot removable Components designated as hot removable can be removed from the chassis while the device

is running.

7Copyright © 2016, Juniper Networks, Inc.
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hybrid cloud A cloud type composed of two or more public and private clouds that remain unique but are

bound together, providing the benefits of multiple deployment models. Hybrid clouds can be

maintained by both internal and external providers. They require on premises resources and

offsite, remote, server based cloud infrastructure.

hypervisor Software on a single physical host computer that creates andmanages multiple guest virtual

machines. Type 1 (bare-metal) hypervisors run directly on hardware with no host operating

system and type 2 hypervisors run on top of a host operating system, such as Linux. See also

virtual machine.

I

IaaS Infrastructure as a Service. Physical or virtual cloud servers and other resources—such as

switches, routers, firewalls, storagedevices, loadbalancers, andothernetworkequipment—that

are leased to customers as needed. IaaS providers offer customers the ability to scale services

up or down easily without having to make the capital investment in equipment and expertise.

See also cloud computing, Network as a Service, Platform as a Service, Software as a Service.

IDP IntrusionDetectionandPrevention.Nameofa JuniperNetworksproduct lineof securitydevices

that run the IDP OS (operating system).

IEEE 802.3af IEEE standard that defines amethod for powering network devices through an Ethernet cable.

This standardenables remotedevices (suchasVoIP telephones) tooperatewithoutaseparate,

external power source. Also known as Power over Ethernet (PoE).

in-service software

upgrade

ISSU. General term for one of several different ways that Juniper Networks platforms upgrade

software versions with minimal disruption to network traffic. Unified ISSU is used for routing

platforms, which operate at Layer 2 and Layer 3. Nonstop software upgrade (NSSU) is used

for switching platforms that operate at Layer 2 and Virtual Chassis configurations.

Topology-independent in-service software upgrade (TISSU) is used for virtual environments,

wheredevicesarenot linkedbyahardware-based topology.SeealsoNSSU,TISSU, andunified

ISSU.

Infrastructure as a

Service

IaaS. Physical or virtual cloud servers andother resources—suchas switches, routers, firewalls,

storage devices, load balancers, and other network equipment—that are leased to customers

asneeded. IaaSproviders offer customers theability to scale servicesupordowneasilywithout

having tomake the capital investment in equipment and expertise. See also cloud computing,

Network as a Service, Platform as a Service, Software as a Service.

input policy Policy that evaluatesaconditionbefore thenormal route lookup.Seealso outputpolicy, policy,

secondary input policy.

Internet service

provider

ISP. Company that provides access to the Internet and related services.

Intrusion Detection

and Prevention

IDP.Nameofa JuniperNetworksproduct lineof security devices that run the IDPOS(operating

system).

Copyright © 2016, Juniper Networks, Inc.8
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intrusion detection

service

IDS. Inspects all inbound and outbound network activity and identifies suspicious patterns

that might indicate a network or system attack from someone attempting to break into or

compromise a system.

IP Security IPsec. Provides security to IP flows through the use of authentication and encryption:

• Authentication verifies that data is not altered during transmission and ensures that users

are communicating with the individual or organization that they believe they are

communicating with.

• Encryptionmakes data confidential bymaking it unreadable to everyone except the sender

and intended recipient.

The secure aspects of IPsec are usually implemented in three parts: the authentication

header (AH), the Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP), and the Internet Key Exchange

(IKE).

IPsec Internet Protocol Security. Provides security to IP flows through the use of authentication and

encryption:

• Authentication verifies that data is not altered during transmission and ensures that users

are communicating with the individual or organization that they believe they are

communicating with.

• Encryptionmakes data confidential bymaking it unreadable to everyone except the sender

and intended recipient.

The secure aspects of IPsec are usually implemented in three parts: the authentication

header (AH), the Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP), and the Internet Key Exchange

(IKE).

IS-IS Intermediate System-to-Intermediate System. Link-state, interior gateway routing protocol

for IP networks that uses the shortest-path-first (SPF) algorithm to determine routes.

ISP Internet service provider. Company that provides access to the Internet and related services.

ISSU in-service software upgrade. General term for one of several different ways that Juniper

Networks platforms upgrade software versions with minimal disruption to network traffic.

Unified ISSU is used for routing platforms, which operate at Layer 2 and Layer 3. Nonstop

software upgrade (NSSU) is used for switching platforms that operate at Layer 2 and Virtual

Chassis configurations. Topology-independent in-service software upgrade (TISSU) is used

for virtual environments, where devices are not linked by a hardware-based topology. See

also NSSU, TISSU, and unified ISSU.

J

J-Flow Method of collecting IP traffic flow statistics from routing devices. J-Flow does not require any

special protocol for connection setup, anddoesnot require any external changes to networked

traffic, packets, or any other devices in the network. Also known as NetFlow.

9Copyright © 2016, Juniper Networks, Inc.
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J-Web Graphical Web browser interface to Junos OS on routing platforms. With the J-Web interface,

you canmonitor, configure, diagnose, andmanage the routing platform from a PC or laptop

that has Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) or HTTP over Secure Sockets Layer (HTTPS)

enabled.

Junos Continuity

software

Optional software package that enables a router to support new hardware without the need

toupgrade JunosOS.By installing JunosContinuity software, youcanperformachassisupgrade

without having to restart the router, which enables faster deployment of new hardware and

eliminates the time required for software requalification that is required when you upgrade

Junos OS. You can install the Junos Continuity software package as a standalone package or

as a package bundled with Junos OS.

Junos Fusion Method of significantly expanding the number of available network interfaces on a device—an

aggregation device—by allowing the aggregation device to add interfaces through

interconnections with satellite devices. The entire system—the interconnected aggregation

device and satellite devices—is called a Junos Fusion. A Junos Fusion simplifies network

administration because it appears to the larger network as a single, port-dense device that is

managed using one IP address.

Junos Fusion

Enterprise

Junos Fusion that uses an EX9200 switch in the aggregation device role and is intended for

installation in enterprise networks.

Junos Space Carrier-classnetworkmanagement systemforprovisioning,monitoring, anddiagnosing Juniper

Networks routing, switching, security, and data center platforms.

K

KVM kernel-basedvirtualmachine.Ahypervisor for theLinuxkernel. KVM isused for creatingmultiple

virtual machines and virtual appliances on a host.

L

L2TP Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol. Procedure for secure communication of data across a Layer 2

network that enables users to establish PPP sessions between tunnel endpoints. L2TP uses

profiles for individual user and group access to ensure secure communication that is as

transparent as possible to both end users and applications. See also tunneling protocol.

L2TP dial-out Method for corporate virtual private networks (VPNs) that use a Broadband Remote Access

Server (B-RAS) to dial out to remote offices that have only narrowband dial-up access.

Label Distribution

Protocol

LDP.Aprotocol for distributing labels innon-traffic-engineeredapplications. LDPallows routers

toestablish label-switchedpaths (LSPs) throughanetworkbymappingNetworkLayer routing

information directly to Data Link Layer switched paths.

LACP Link Aggregation Control Protocol. Mechanism for exchanging port and system information

to create andmaintain LAG bundles.

Copyright © 2016, Juniper Networks, Inc.10
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LAG link aggregation group. Two or more network links bundled together to function as a single

link. Distributes MAC clients across the Link Layer interface and collects traffic from the links

to present to theMAC clients of the LAG.Also known as LAG bundle, 802.3ad link aggregation,

EtherChannel.

LAG bundle link aggregation group bundle. Two or more network links bundled together to function as a

single link. Distributes MAC clients across the Link Layer interface and collects traffic from the

links to present to the MAC clients of the LAG. Also known as LAG bundle, 802.3ad link

aggregation, EtherChannel.

LAN local area network. Computer network that covers a local area, such as a home, an office, or

a small group of buildings such as a campus. See alsoMAN,WAN.

lawful intercept Method by which a copy of an IPv4 or IPv6 packet is sent from the routing platform to an

external host address or a packet analyzer for analysis. Also known as port mirroring, traffic

mirroring, and switch port analyzer (SPAN).

Layer 2 Tunneling

Protocol

L2TP. Procedure for secure communication of data across a Layer 2 network that enables

users to establish PPP sessions between tunnel endpoints. L2TP uses profiles for individual

user and group access to ensure secure communication that is as transparent as possible to

both end users and applications. See also tunneling protocol.

Layer 2 VPN Provides a private network service among a set of customer sites using a service provider’s

existing MPLS and IP network. A customer’s data is separated from other data using software

rather than hardware. In a Layer 2 VPN, the Layer 3 routing of customer traffic occurs within

the customer’s network.

Layer 3 VPN Provides a private network service among a set of customer sites using a service provider’s

existing MPLS and IP network. A customer’s routes and data are separated from other routes

anddatausingsoftware rather thanhardware. InaLayer3VPN, theLayer3 routingof customer

traffic occurs within the service provider’s network.

LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol. Software protocol used for locating resources on a

public or private network.

LDP Label Distribution Protocol. A protocol for distributing labels in non-traffic-engineered

applications. LDP allows routers to establish label-switched paths (LSPs) through a network

by mapping Network Layer routing information directly to Data Link Layer switched paths.

LFM link fault management. Method used to detect problems on links and spans on an Ethernet

network defined in IEEE 802.3ah. See alsoOAM.

license The sanction or authorization to use a particular product or any licensedmaterial.

license key Unique code used to authorize a license. The key can be a combination of letters and numbers

depending upon various applications and software for which they are used.

license key generator Software used to generate license keys.
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LicensingManagement

System

LMS.Web based tool designed tomanageandsupport licenses for JuniperNetworksproducts.

Link Aggregation

Control Protocol

LACP. Mechanism for exchanging port and system information to create andmaintain LAG

bundles.

link aggregation group LAG. Two or more network links bundled together to function as a single link. Distributes MAC

clients across the Link Layer interface and collects traffic from the links to present to the MAC

clients of the LAG. Also known as LAG bundle, 802.3ad link aggregation, EtherChannel.

LMS Licensing Management System.Web based tool designed to manage and support licenses

for Juniper Networks products.

lo0 loopback interface. Logical interface that emulates a physical interface on the security device,

but is always available because it is independent of any physical interfaces. When configured

with an address, the loopback interface is the default address for the routing platform and

any unnumbered interfaces. See also unnumbered interface.

load balancing Method used to distribute workload to processors to improve the throughput of concurrent

connections. Basically, it installs all next-hop destinations for an active route in the forwarding

table. You can use load balancing acrossmultiple paths between routers. The behavior of load

balancing depends on the version of the Internet Processor ASIC in the router. Also known as

per-packet load balancing.

local area network LAN. Computer network that covers a local area, such as a home, an office, or a small group

of buildings such as a campus. See alsoMAN,WAN.

login classes Classes that an administrator uses to specify access privileges that users have when they are

logged in to a router or switch, list commands that they can execute and statements that they

can configure and view, and specify how long a user login session can remain idle before it

times out and the user is logged out. See also permission flags.

loopback interface lo0. Logical interface that emulates a physical interface on the security device, but is always

availablebecause it is independentofanyphysical interfaces.Whenconfiguredwithanaddress,

the loopback interface is the default address for the routing platform and any unnumbered

interfaces. See also unnumbered interface.

M

malware Short formalicious software, malware is designed to disrupt computer operation, gain access

to private systems, or gather sensitive information. Antivirus software and firewalls are used

to protect against malware. See also antivirus, firewall.

managementEthernet

interface

Permanent interface thatprovidesanout-of-bandmethod, suchasSSHandtelnet, toconnect

to the routing platform. SNMP can use themanagement interface to gather statistics from

the routing platform. Called fxp0 on some routing platforms. See also permanent interface.

Management

Information Base

MIB. Definition of an object that can bemanaged by SNMP.
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MIC Modular Interface Card. Network interface–specific card that can be installed on an MPC in

the router.

MLPPP Multilink Point-to-Point Protocol. Enables you to bundlemultiple PPP links into a single logical

linkbetween twonetworkdevices toprovideanaggregateamountofbandwidth.The technique

is often called bonding or link aggregation. Defined in RFC 1990, The PPPMultilink Protocol

(MP). See also PPP.

MMF multimode fiber.Optical fiber supporting thepropagationofmultiple frequenciesof light.MMF

is used for relatively short distances because themodes tend to disperse over longer lengths

(called modal dispersion). For longer distances, single-mode fiber (sometimes called

monomode) is used. See also single-mode fiber.

Modular InterfaceCard MIC. Network interface–specific card that can be installed on an MPC in the router.

Modular Port

Concentrator

MPC. Interface concentrator on which modular interface cards (MICs) are mounted. An MPC

is inserted into a slot in a Juniper Networks router. See alsoMIC.

MPC Modular Port Concentrator. Interface concentrator on which modular interface cards (MICs)

are mounted. An MPC is inserted into a slot in a Juniper Networks router. See alsoMIC.

MPLS Multiprotocol Label Switching. Mechanism for engineering network traffic patterns that

functions by assigning short labels to network packets that describe how to forward them

through the network. Also known as label switching. See also traffic engineering.

MPLS traffic

engineering

Ability to establish LSPs according to particular criteria (constraints) in order to meet specific

traffic requirements rather than relying on the path chosen by the conventional IGP. The

constraint-based IGP examines the available network resources and calculates the shortest

path for a particular tunnel that has the resources required by that tunnel. Traffic engineering

enables you tomake thebest use of your network resources by reducing overuse andunderuse

of certain links.

MTBF mean time between failures. Measure of hardware component reliability.

multicast Operation of sending network traffic from one network node to multiple network nodes.

Multilink

Point-to-Point

Protocol

MLPPP.Enables you tobundlemultiplePPP links intoa single logical linkbetween twonetwork

devices to provide an aggregate amount of bandwidth. The technique is often called bonding

or link aggregation. Defined in RFC 1990, The PPPMultilink Protocol (MP). See also PPP.

MultipleSpanningTree

Protocol

MSTP. Spanning tree protocol used to prevent loops in bridge configurations. Unlike other

types of STPs, MSTP can block ports selectively by VLAN. See also RSTP.

Multiprotocol Label

Switching

MPLS. Mechanism for engineering network traffic patterns that functions by assigning short

labels to network packets that describe how to forward them through the network.Also known

as label switching. See also traffic engineering.
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NaaS Network as a Service. Virtualized network infrastructure that is leased by a cloud provider to

customers as needed. See also cloud computing, Infrastructure as a Service, Platform as a

Service, Software as a Service.

NAC Network Access Control. Security feature that uses one or more forms of authentication to

control which users and devices can access a network, and what resources—servers,

applications, and stored data—users can access using one ormore forms of authorization and

policy enforcement.

NAS network-attached storage. Dedicated file server and storage for multiple clients, with the

ability to share files amongmultiple users.

NAT Network Address Translation. Method of concealing a set of host addresses on a private

network behind a pool of public addresses. Using NAT allows conservation of registered IP

addresses within private networks, simplifies IP address management through a form of

transparent routing, and increasesnetworkprivacybyhiding internal IPaddresses fromexternal

networks. It can be used as a security measure to protect the host addresses from direct

targeting in network attacks. Also known asNetwork Address Translator. See also bidirectional

NAT, traditional NAT, twice NAT.

NEBS Network Equipment Building System. Set of guidelines originated by Bell Laboratories in the

1970s to assist equipment manufacturers in designing products that were compatible with

the telecom environment.

NETCONF Network Configuration Protocol. IETF standard that defines a protocol and an API for network

management in a way that closely mirrors the usual configuration methods of the managed

devices.NETCONFcommunicationsareencoded inXMLandaresent through remoteprocedure

calls (RPCs) by using a reliable and secure transport method. See also RPC.

Network Access

Control

NAC. Security feature that uses one or more forms of authentication to control which users

and devices can access the network, and what resources—servers, applications, and stored

data—users can access using one or more forms of authorization and policy enforcement.

Network Address

Translation

NAT.Methodof concealing a set of host addressesonaprivate networkbehindapool of public

addresses. Using NAT allows conservation of registered IP addresses within private networks,

simplifies IPaddressmanagement througha formof transparent routing, and increasesnetwork

privacy by hiding internal IP addresses from external networks. It can be used as a security

measure to protect the host addresses from direct targeting in network attacks. Also known

as Network Address Translator. See also bidirectional NAT, traditional NAT, twice NAT.

Network as a Service NaaS. Virtualized network infrastructure that is leased by a cloud provider to customers as

needed.See also cloud computing, Infrastructure as a Service, Platformas a Service, Software

as a Service.
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Network Director Junos Space application that provides a comprehensive automated network management

solution for the enterprise data center and campus. Network Director enables network and

cloud administrators to visualize, analyze, and control their entire enterprise network—data

center and campus, physical and virtual infrastructure, virtual overlay networks, andwired and

wireless—through a single pane of glass.

Network Equipment

Building System

NEBS. Set of guidelines originated by Bell Laboratories in the 1970s to assist equipment

manufacturers in designing products that were compatible with the telecom environment.

Network Functions

Virtualization

NFV. Standard IT virtualization technology that consolidates many network equipment types

ontostandard-architecturehigh-volumeservers, switches, andstorage.NFV involvesdesigning,

deploying, andmanaging network functions in software that can bemoved to, or instantiated

in, various locations in the network as required, without the need to install purpose-built

hardware. Although NFV complements software-defined networking (SDN), NFV can be

deployed without SDN and vice versa. See also SDN.

networkmanagement

station

NMS, network management system. System that enables a user to configure andmonitor

network elements.

networkmanagement

system

NMS, network management station. System that enables a user to configure andmonitor

network elements.

NetworkTimeProtocol NTP. Used to synchronize the system clocks of hosts on the Internet to Universal Coordinated

Time (UTC). A router can update its clock automatically by configuring it as a Network Time

Protocol (NTP) client. Using NTP enables the system to record accurate times of events. You

can view the log file of events to monitor the status of the network.

network-attached

storage

NAS. Dedicated file server and storage formultiple clients, with the ability to share files among

multiple users.

NFV NetworkFunctionsVirtualization. Standard IT virtualization technology that consolidatesmany

network equipment types onto standard-architecture high-volume servers, switches, and

storage. NFV involves designing, deploying, andmanaging network functions in software that

can bemoved to, or instantiated in, various locations in the network as required, without the

need to install purpose-built hardware. Although NFV complements software-defined

networking (SDN), NFV can be deployed without SDN and vice versa. See also SDN.

NMS network management system, network management station. System that enables a user to

configure andmonitor network elements.

nonstop forwarding Process that allows a routerwhose control plane is undergoing a restart to continue to forward

traffic while recovering its state from neighboring routers. Without graceful restart, a control

plane restart disrupts services provided by the router. Implementation varies by protocol. Also

known as graceful restart.
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nonstop software

upgrade

NSSU. Software upgrade for switching platforms with redundant Routing Engines and for

most Virtual Chassis or Virtual Chassis Fabric from one Junos OS release to another with no

disruption on the control plane and with minimal disruption to network traffic. A switching

architecture requires a different approach than the one for a routing architecture to preserve

control plane information. See also ISSU, TISSU, and unified ISSU.

NSSU nonstop software upgrade. Software upgrade for switching platformswith redundant Routing

Engines and for most Virtual Chassis or Virtual Chassis Fabric from one Junos OS release to

anotherwith no disruption on the control plane andwithminimal disruption to network traffic.

A switching architecture requires a different approach than the one for a routing architecture

to preserve control plane information. See also ISSU, TISSU, and unified ISSU.

NTP Network Time Protocol. Used to synchronize the system clocks of hosts on the Internet to

Universal Coordinated Time (UTC). A router can update its clock automatically by configuring

it as a Network Time Protocol (NTP) client. Using NTP enables the system to record accurate

times of events. You can view the log file of events to monitor the status of the network.

O

op script operational script. Extensible Stylesheet Language for Transformations (XSLT) script written

to automate network troubleshooting and networkmanagement. Op scripts can perform any

function available through Junos XML protocol remote procedure calls (RPCs).

Open Shortest Path

First

OSPF. Dynamic routing protocol intended to operate within a single Autonomous System. It

advertises the states of local network links within the AS andmakes routing decisions based

on the shortest-path-first (SPF) algorithm (also referred to as the Dijkstra algorithm). OSPF

is a link-state routing protocol, similar to the Intermediate System-to-Intermediate System

(IS-IS) routing protocol. OSPF was designed expressly for the TCP/IP Internet environment,

includingexplicit support for classless interdomain routing (CIDR)and the taggingof externally

derived routing information. See also AS.

Open Virtualization

Archive

OVA.Compressedarchive file (inTAR format)ofanOpenVirtualizationFormat (OVF)package.

An OVF package contains the components (operating system, middleware, and software

applications) needed to install a virtual appliance or a virtual machine. See alsoOpen

Virtualization Format.

Open Virtualization

Format

OVF. Platform-independent packaging and distribution method for software to be run on

virtualmachines (VMs). TheOVFsupports industry-standardcontent verificationand integrity

checking and provides a basic scheme for managing software licensing. As described by the

standard, the OVF defines an open, secure, portable, efficient, and extensible format for the

packaging and distribution of software to be run in virtual machines. An OVF package consists

of several files placed in one directory. See alsoOpen Virtualization Archive.

Open vSwitch

Database

OVSDB. Protocol that provides ameans through which software-defined networking (SDN)

controllers and JuniperNetworks devices that supportOVSDBcancommunicate. In anOVSDB

topology, SDN controllers and Juniper Networks devices exchange control and statistical

information, enabling virtual machine (VM) traffic from entities in a virtual network to be

forwarded to entities in a physical network and vice versa.
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OpenStack Open-source cloud operating system that combines and controls compute, storage, and

networking resources for public and private clouds.

operational script op script. Extensible Stylesheet Language for Transformations (XSLT) script written to

automate network troubleshooting and network management. Op scripts can perform any

function available through Junos XML protocol remote procedure calls (RPCs).

orchestration Orchestrationmanages cloud-based and on-premises networks in a coordinated, automated

fashion, to align network resources with customer service and business requirements.

Orchestration uses automation to provide services by defining policies and service levels and

thenapplying thepoliciesandservice levels usingapplications thathaveautomatedworkflows.

An example of orchestration is a scenariowhere a customer uses aWebapplication to request

new services that require network resources and the application automatically configures and

implements the customer’s request.

OSPF Open Shortest Path First. Dynamic routing protocol intended to operate within a single

Autonomous System. It advertises the states of local network links within the AS andmakes

routing decisions based on the shortest-path-first (SPF) algorithm (also referred to as the

Dijkstra algorithm). OSPF is a link-state routing protocol, similar to the Intermediate

System-to-Intermediate System (IS-IS) routing protocol. OSPF was designed expressly for

the TCP/IP Internet environment, including explicit support for classless interdomain routing

(CIDR) and the tagging of externally derived routing information. See also AS.

out-of-band

management

Use of a dedicated channel for managing network devices. Most Juniper Networks devices

have amanagement port with an RJ-45 connector that you can use to connect the device to

amanagement device for out-of-bandmanagement.

output policy Policy that is applied to packets before they leave an interface. See also input policy, policy,

secondary input policy.

OVA OpenVirtualizationArchive. Compressed archive file (in TAR format) of anOpenVirtualization

Format (OVF) package. An OVF package contains the components (operating system,

middleware, and software applications) needed to install a virtual appliance or a virtual

machine. See alsoOpen Virtualization Format.

OVF Open Virtualization Format. Platform-independent packaging and distribution method for

software to be run on virtual machines (VMs). The OVF supports industry-standard content

verificationand integrity checkingandprovidesabasic schemeformanagingsoftware licensing.

Asdescribedby the standard, theOVFdefinesanopen, secure, portable, efficient, andextensible

format for the packaging and distribution of software to be run in virtual machines. An OVF

package consists of several files placed in one directory. See alsoOpen Virtualization Archive.

OVSDB Open vSwitch Database. Protocol that provides ameans through which software-defined

networking (SDN) controllers and Juniper Networks devices that support OVSDB can

communicate. In anOVSDB topology, SDNcontrollers and JuniperNetworks devices exchange

control and statistical information, enabling virtual machine (VM) traffic from entities in a

virtual network to be forwarded to entities in a physical network and vice versa.
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P router provider core router. Router within a service provider core that connects directly to PE routers

or other P routers and does not connect directly to a customer edge (CE) device. See also PE

router.

PaaS Platform as a Service. An entire computing platform—often including an operating system, a

programming environment, aweb server, anddatabase applications—that is leasedby a cloud

provider to customers as needed. Customers can use the computing platform to develop

applications and run them in the cloud environment to provide services to their clients. See

also cloud computing, Infrastructure as a Service, Network as a Service, Software as a Service.

packet capture Packet sampling method in which all IPv4 packets flowing through a router are captured for

analysis. Packets are captured in the Routing Engine and stored as libpcap-formatted files on

the router. Packet capture files can be opened and analyzed offlinewith packet analyzers such

as tcpdump or Ethereal. See also traffic sampling.

paravirtualization Virtualization technique in which a software component similar to the underlying hardware

resides in the virtual machine (VM) and interacts with the hypervisor to execute many

operations. In contrast to full virtualization, this technique reduces theoverheadof virtualization

in the VM. See also full virtualization, hypervisor.

passive flow

monitoring

Technique to intercept and observe specified data network traffic by using a routing platform

such as amonitoring station that is not participating in the network.

PE provider edge router, PE router. Router in the service provider’s network that is connected to

a customer edge (CE) device and participates in a virtual private network (VPN). See also P

router.

PE router provider edge router, PE.Router in theserviceprovider’s network that is connected toacustomer

edge (CE) device and participates in a virtual private network (VPN). See also P router.

phishing An attempt to acquire sensitive information such as usernames, passwords, and credit card

details (and sometimes, indirectly, money), often for malicious reasons, by masquerading as

a trustworthy entity in an electronic communication.

physical interface A port on a Physical Interface Card (PIC) or Physical Interface Module (PIM).

Physical InterfaceCard PIC. Network interface–specific card that can be installed on an FPC in the router. Also known

as card, blade, module.

Physical Interface

Module

PIM. Network interface card installed in a device to provide physical connections to a LAN or

WAN.PIMscanbe fixedor removableand interchangeable. ThePIM receives incomingpackets

from the network and transmits outgoing packets to the network. Each PIM is equipped with

a dedicated network processor that forwards incoming data packets to and receives outgoing

data packets from the Routing Engine. During this process, the PIM performs framing and

line-speed signaling for its medium type—for example, E1, serial, Fast Ethernet, or ISDN. Also

known as card, blade, module.
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PIC Physical Interface Card. Network interface–specific card that can be installed on an FPC in

the router. Also known as card, blade, module.

PIM PIM can be either of the following:

• Physical Interface Module. Network interface card installed in a device to provide physical

connections to a LAN orWAN. PIMs can be fixed or removable and interchangeable. The

PIM receives incoming packets from the network and transmits outgoing packets to the

network. Each PIM is equipped with a dedicated network processor that forwards incoming

data packets to and receives outgoing data packets from the Routing Engine. During this

process, thePIMperforms framingand line-speedsignaling for itsmediumtype—forexample,

E1, serial, Fast Ethernet, or ISDN. Also known as card, blade, module.

• Protocol IndependentMulticast. PIMdensemode is a flood-and-pruneprotocol. PIM sparse

mode routes tomulticast groups that use joinmessages to receive traffic. PIM sparse-dense

modeallowssomemulticastgroups tobedensegroups (flood-and-prune)andsomegroups

to be sparse groups (join and leave).

Platform as a Service PaaS. An entire computing platform—often including operating system, programming

environment, a web server, and database applications—that is leased by a cloud provider to

customers as needed. Customers can use the computing platform to develop applications

and run them in the cloud environment to provide services to their clients. See also cloud

computing, Infrastructure as a Service, Network as a Service, Software as a Service.

PoE Power over Ethernet. PoE supports the implementation of the IEEE 802.3af and IEEE 802.3at

standards; this implementation allows both data and electrical power to pass over a copper

Ethernet LAN cable.

policer Filter that limits traffic of a certain class to a specified bandwidth or burst size. Packets

exceeding thepolicer limits arediscarded, or assigned toadifferent forwarding class, adifferent

loss priority, or both.

policing Method of applying rate limits on bandwidth and burst size for traffic on a particular interface.

policy Condition and action attached to an interface that cause the router to handle packets passing

through the interface in a certain way. See also input policy, output policy, secondary input

policy.

policymanagement Feature that allows network service providers to implement packet forwarding and routing

specifically tailored to their customer’s requirements. Using policy management, customers

can implement policies that selectively cause packets to take different paths.

port mirroring Method by which a copy of an IPv4 or IPv6 packet is sent from the routing platform to an

external host address or a packet analyzer for analysis. Also known as traffic mirroring, switch

port analyzer (SPAN), and lawful intercept.

port scan Attack inwhich a single source address attempts to connect to every port on a singlemachine,

in an attempt to provide attackers with information about your network configuration.
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Power over Ethernet PoE. PoE supports the implementation of the IEEE 802.3af and IEEE 802.3at standards; this

implementation allows both data and electrical power to pass over a copper Ethernet LAN

cable.

private cloud Atypeof cloud implemented inaproprietarynetworkordatacenter thatusescloudcomputing

technologies to create a virtualized infrastructure operated solely for a single organization,

whether it is managed internally or externally. See also public cloud.

public cloud Acloud type inwhich ahosting service providermakes resources suchas applications, storage,

and CPU usage available to the public. Public clouds must be based on a standard cloud

computing model. See also private cloud.

Puppet Open-source software that manages system configurations onmultiple platforms, including

Linux, UNIX, and Microsoft Windows.

Q

QoS quality of service.Performance, suchas transmission ratesanderror rates, of acommunications

channel or system.A suite of features that configurequeuingand schedulingon the forwarding

path of an E Series router. QoS provides a level of predictability and control beyond the

best-effort delivery that the router provides by default. (Best-effort service provides packet

transmission with no assurance of reliability, delay, jitter, or throughput.) See also CoS.

quality of service QoS. Performance, such as transmission rates and error rates, of a communications channel

or system. A suite of features that configure queuing and scheduling on the forwarding path

of an E Series router. QoS provides a level of predictability and control beyond the best-effort

delivery that the router provides by default. (Best-effort service provides packet transmission

with no assurance of reliability, delay, jitter, or throughput.) See also CoS.

R

RADIUS RemoteAuthenticationDial-InUserService.Distributedclient/serverAAAservicemethod that

protects networks against unauthorized access. RADIUS clients running on an E Series router

send authentication requests to a central RADIUS server. The central RADIUS server stores

all the required user authentication and network access information. RADIUS informs the

router of the privilege levels for which RADIUS-authenticated users have enable access. The

router permits or denies enable access accordingly.

Redundant Trunk

Group

RTG. A feature available on EX Series and QFX Series switches deployed at the access layer

that enables you to create a group of two ports that serve as redundant uplinks to two other

switches, usually in the distribution layer. One of the two ports is active while the other is

inactive. A failure on the active uplink will cause the inactive port to become active.

Remote

Authentication Dial-In

User Service

RADIUS. Distributed client/server AAA service method that protects networks against

unauthorizedaccess.RADIUSclients runningonanESeries router sendauthentication requests

toacentralRADIUSserver. ThecentralRADIUSserver storesall the requireduserauthentication

and network access information. RADIUS informs the router of the privilege levels for which

RADIUS-authenticated users have enable access. The router permits or denies enable access

accordingly.
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Representational

State Transfer

REST. Standard architecture, used for creatingWeb services, that focuses on a system’s

resources. REST supersedes SOAP.

rescue configuration User-defined, known working configuration that you can revert to when your current router or

switch configuration and associated backup configuration files are damaged beyond repair.

You can retrieve the rescue configuration by using the rollback command with the rescue

option. See also rollback configuration.

REST Representational State Transfer. Standard architecture, used for creatingWeb services, that

focuses on a system’s resources. REST supersedes SOAP.

RESTful Adjective that indicates use of the REST architecture—for example, RESTful Web service or

RESTful API. See also REST.

ReturnMaterials

Authorization

RMA. Type of authorization number a customermust obtain to receive hardware replacement

parts in the event of a hardware failure. Along with an RMA number, the customer must have

purchased a Hardware Replacement Support Plan to receive replacement parts. Such parts

canbe refurbishedor canbesubstitutedwith similar productsat theoptionof JuniperNetworks.

Juniper Networks does not guarantee that new replacement parts will be shipped.

RIP Routing Information Protocol. Interior gateway protocol (IGP) typically used in small,

homogeneous IPv4 networks, it uses distance-vector routing to route information based on

hop count.

RMA Return Materials Authorization. Type of authorization number a customer must obtain to

receive hardware replacement parts in the event of a hardware failure. Along with an RMA

number, the customermust havepurchasedaHardwareReplacementSupport Plan to receive

replacement parts. Such parts can be refurbished or can be substituted with similar products

at the option of JuniperNetworks. JuniperNetworks does not guarantee that new replacement

parts will be shipped.

rollback configuration One of the 50 previously committed Junos OS configurations that you can revert to by using

the rollback command with the number option, where number is the index number of the

previous configuration to retrieve. Values for number can range from 0 (for the most recently

committed configuration) through 49. The default is 0 (device reverts to the most recently

committed configuration). See also rescue configuration.

root certificate Self-signed public key certificate for a root CA; root certificates are used to verify other

certificates.

root user Predefined, special UNIX-like user account. The root user has full permissions andunrestricted

access to the system to perform system administration tasks. Also known as superuser.

routed VLAN interface RVI. Interface that binds specific VLANs to Layer 3 interfaces, enabling a switch to forward

packets between those VLANs. RVIs reduce the complexity of processing by eliminating the

need for a router to connect VLANs betweenwhich packets are sent.Also known as integrated

routing and bridging (IRB) interface.
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Routing Engine Portion of the router that handles all routing protocol processes, as well as other software

processes that control the router’s interfaces, some of the chassis components, system

management, and user access to the router.

Routing Information

Protocol

RIP. Interior gateway protocol (IGP) typically used in small, homogeneous IPv4 networks, it

uses distance-vector routing to route information based on hop count.

routing instance Collection of routing tables, interfaces, and routing protocol parameters. The set of interfaces

is contained in the routing tables, and the routing protocol parameters control the information

in the routing tables.

routing table Common database of routes learned from one or more routing protocols. Because each

protocol typically has multiple routes to a destination, the IP routing table maintains the one

best route by protocol. All routes are maintained by the Junos OS routing protocol process.

RTG Redundant Trunk Group. A feature available on EX Series and QFX Series switches deployed

at the access layer that enables you to create a group of two ports that serve as redundant

uplinks to two other switches, usually in the distribution layer. One of the two ports is active

while the other is inactive. A failure on the active uplink will cause the inactive port to become

active.

RVI routed VLAN interface. Interface that binds specific VLANs to Layer 3 interfaces, enabling a

switch to forward packets between those VLANs. RVIs reduce the complexity of processing

by eliminating the need for a router to connect VLANs between which packets are sent. Also

known as integrated routing and bridging (IRB) interface.

S

SaaS Software as a Service. Application software and databases that are leased by a cloud provider

to customers as needed. The cloud provider provides and runs the data center on which the

application software runs. See also cloud computing, Infrastructure as a Service, Network as

a Service, Platform as a Service.

SAN storageareanetwork.Networkwhoseprimarypurpose is the transferofdatabetweencomputer

systems and storage devices. This term is most commonly used in the context of any network

that supports block storage, usually iSCSI, Fibre Channel, and FCoE networks.

satellite device In a Junos Fusion, satellite devices connect to aggregation devices and provide network-facing

ports—called extended ports—for the Junos Fusion. Satellite devices run satellite software.

satellite device cluster In a Junos Fusion, a group of interconnected satellite devices that are cabled into the

aggregation device collectively as a cluster instead of being connected as individual satellite

devices.

satellite software In a Junos Fusion, the software that runs on satellite devices. Satellite software has the built-in

intelligence to extend features from the Junos OS software running on the aggregation device

to the network-facing interfaces—the extended ports—on the satellite devices.
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SDN software-definednetworking.Approach tocomputernetworking thatusesmethodsofnetwork

abstraction, suchasvirtualization, to simplifyandscalenetworkcomponentsandusessoftware

to define andmanage network components. SDN separates the data plane, which forwards

traffic, from the control plane, which manages traffic flow, and enables users to program

network layers. SDN is often used with Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) to allow agile

placement of networking services when and where they are needed. By enabling this level of

programmability, SDN enables users to optimize their network resources, increase network

agility, provide service innovation, accelerate service time-to-market, extract business

intelligence, and ultimately enable dynamic, service-driven virtual networks. See also NFV.

secondary input policy Evaluates conditions after a route lookup. See also input policy, output policy, policy.

Secure Sockets Layer SSL. Protocol that encrypts security information using public-private key technology, which

requires a paired private key and authentication certificate, before transmitting data across a

network.

Security Director Junos Space application that enables administrators to quickly manage all phases of the

security policy life cycle for stateful firewall, unified threat management (UTM), intrusion

preventionsystem(IPS), application firewall (AppFW),VPN,andNetworkAddressTranslation

(NAT) through a centralizedWeb-based interface.

security policy • Set of rules defining access to your network, including permitted services, users, and time

periods.Use security policies to control the shapeof your network traffic as it passes through

the firewall, or to log specific network events.

• In IDP Series, a set of one or more rule bases that determine which traffic to inspect, what

to look for, and what action to take if a rule matches.

server cluster Group of connected computers that interact to operate as one computer. A cluster provides

high performance and redundancy at a lower cost than a single computer with the same

capabilities. When a failure occurs on one computer in a cluster, workload is redistributed to

another computer in the cluster, avoiding downtime. Computers in the cluster work together

to protect data, keep applications and services running after failure on one of the clustered

computers, andmaintain consistency of the cluster configuration over time.

service level

agreement

SLA. Formal agreement between a service provider and its customers (as part of a networking

service contract) to provide a certain level of service (usually a level of performance).

service provider See Internet service provider.

service set identifier SSID. Unique identifier of a service set that constitutes the name of a wireless LAN. All access

points and devices use the case-sensitive SSID text string to communicate over a particular

wireless LAN. See also BSSID and ESSID.

SFP transceiver small form-factor pluggable transceiver. Transceiver that provides support for fiber-optic or

coppercables.SFPtransceiversarehot-insertableandhot-removable.SeealsoXFPtransceiver.
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SFP+ transceiver small form-factor pluggable plus transceiver. EnhancedSFP transceiver that provides support

for data rates up to 10 Gbps for fiber-optic or copper interfaces. SFP+ transceivers are

hot-insertable and hot-removable.

Simple Network

Management Protocol

SNMP. Protocol governs network management and themonitoring of network devices and

their functions.

SLA service level agreement. Formal agreement between a service provider and its customers (as

part of a networking service contract) to provide a certain level of service, usually a level of

performance.

small form-factor

pluggable plus

transceiver

SFP+ transceiver. EnhancedSFP transceiver that provides support for data rates up to 10Gbps

for fiber-optic or copper interfaces. SFP+ transceivers are hot-insertable and hot-removable.

small form-factor

pluggable transceiver

SFP transceiver. Transceiver that provides support for fiber-optic or copper cables. SFP

transceivers are hot-insertable and hot-removable. See also XFP transceiver.

SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol. Protocol governs network management and the

monitoring of network devices and their functions.

Software as a Service SaaS. Application software and databases that are leased by a cloud provider to customers

as needed. The cloud provider provides and runs the data center on which the application

software runs. See also cloud computing, Infrastructure as a Service, Network as a Service,

Platform as a Service.

software-defined

networking

SDN. Approach to computer networking that uses methods of network abstraction, such as

virtualization, to simplify and scale network components and uses software to define and

manage network components. SDN separates the data plane, which forwards traffic, from

the control plane, which manages traffic flow, and enables users to program network layers.

SDN is often used with Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) to allow agile placement of

networking serviceswhenandwhere theyareneeded.Byenabling this level ofprogrammability,

SDNenablesusers tooptimize their network resources, increasenetworkagility, provide service

innovation, accelerate service time-to-market, extract business intelligence, and ultimately

enable dynamic, service-driven virtual networks. See also NFV.

Spanning Tree

Protocol

STP.Defined in the IEEEstandard802.1D, theSpanningTreeProtocol is anOSI Layer 2protocol

that ensures a loop-free topology for any bridged LAN. This protocol creates a spanning tree

within ameshnetworkof connectedLayer 2bridges (typically Ethernet switches), anddisables

the links that are not part of that tree, leaving a single active path between any two network

nodes.

SSID service set identifier. Unique identifier of a service set that constitutes the name of a wireless

LAN. All access points and devices use the case-sensitive SSID text string to communicate

over a particular wireless LAN. See also BSSID and ESSID.

SSL Secure Sockets Layer. Protocol that encrypts security information using public-private key

technology, which requires a paired private key and authentication certificate, before

transmitting data across a network.
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SSL certificate Secure electronic identifier conforming to the X.509 standard, definitively identifying an

individual, system, company, or organization. In addition to identification data, the digital

certificate contains a serial number, a copy of the certificate holder’s public key, the identity

and digital signature of the issuing certificate authority (CA), and an expiration date.

storage area network SAN. Network whose primary purpose is the transfer of data between computer systems and

storage devices. This term ismost commonly used in the context of any network that supports

block storage, usually iSCSI, Fibre Channel, and FCoE networks.

STP Spanning Tree Protocol. Defined in the IEEE standard 802.1D, the Spanning Tree Protocol is

an OSI Layer 2 protocol that ensures a loop-free topology for any bridged LAN. This protocol

createsa spanning treewithinameshnetworkof connectedLayer 2bridges (typically Ethernet

switches), and disables the links that are not part of that tree, leaving a single active path

between any two network nodes.

superuser Predefined, specialUNIX-likeuser account. Thesuperuser has full permissionsandunrestricted

access to the system to perform system administration tasks. Also known as root user.

switch Network device that attempts to perform asmuch of the forwarding task in hardware as

possible. The switch can function as a bridge (LAN switch), router, or some other specialized

device, and forwards frames, packets, or other data units. See also bridge.

T

TCP/IP TransmissionControlProtocol/InternetProtocol.Setof communicationsprotocols that support

peer-to-peer connectivity functions for both local andwideareanetworks. Enables computers

with different operating systems to communicate with each other. Controls how data is

transferred between computers on the Internet.

TISSU topology-independent in-service software upgrade. Software upgrade for virtualmachine and

top-of-rack environments from one software image to another with no disruption to traffic

transiting the device. In topology-independent virtual environments, devices are not linked by

a hardware-based topology and such environments require a different approach for software

upgrade than the one for hardware-based environments, which include routers and switches.

See also ISSU, NSSU, and unified ISSU.

top-of-rack switch Switch installed on the top of a rack towhich all the devices present in the rack are connected.

The top-of-rack switches in turn are connected to aggregation switches. This reduces cabling

by avoiding direct connections from the devices in a rack to aggregation switches andmakes

it easier to identify the point of network failure to a specific rack.

topology-independent

in-service software

upgrade

TISSU.Softwareupgrade for virtualmachineandtop-of-rackenvironments fromonesoftware

image to another with no disruption to traffic transiting the device. In topology-independent

virtual environments, devices are not linked by a hardware-based topology and such

environments require a different approach for software upgrade than the one for

hardware-based environments, which include routers and switches.See also ISSU, NSSU, and

unified ISSU.
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traffic engineering TE. Ability to control the path taken through a network or portion of a network based on a set

of traffic parameters (bandwidth, QoS parameters, and so on). Traffic engineering enables

performance optimization of operational networks and their resources by balancing traffic

load across links, routers, and switches on the network. See alsoMPLS traffic engineering,

RSVP-TE.

traffic policing Examines traffic flows and discards or marks packets that exceed service-level agreements

(SLAs).

traffic sampling Method used to capture individual packet information of traffic flowat a specified timeperiod.

The sampled traffic information is placed in a file and stored on a server for various types of

analysis. See also packet capture.

traffic shaping Reduces the potential for network congestion by placing packets in a queue with a shaper at

the head of the queue. Traffic shaping tools regulate the rate and volume of traffic admitted

to the network.

Transmission Control

Protocol/Internet

Protocol

TCP/IP. Set of communications protocols that support peer-to-peer connectivity functions

for both local and wide area networks. Enables computers with different operating systems

to communicate with each other. Controls how data is transferred between computers on the

Internet.

trojan Programwith hidden functionality. Trojans often install a remote administration program

(known as a backdoor) that enables attackers to access the target system.

U

unified in-service

software upgrade

unified ISSU. Software upgrade for routing platforms from one Junos OS release to another

with no disruption of the control plane and with minimal disruption of traffic. Unified ISSU is

supportedonlyonplatformswithdualRoutingEngines. A routingarchitecture requiresaunified

approach to preserve routing tables and control plane information. See also ISSU, NSSU, and

TISSU.

unified ISSU unified in-service software upgrade. Software upgrade for routing platforms from one Junos

OS release to another with no disruption of the control plane and with minimal disruption of

traffic. Unified ISSU is supported only on platforms with dual Routing Engines. A routing

architecture requires a unified approach to preserve routing tables and control plane

information. See also ISSU, NSSU, and TISSU.

uplink port (Junos

Fusion)

In a Junos Fusion, a port on a satellite device that connects to an aggregation device.

V

vCenter TheVMware
®
vCenter server, formerly knownasVMwareVirtualCenter, that centrallymanages

VMware vSphere environments, allowing administrators control over the virtual environment.

The vCenter provides centralized control andvisibility at every level of the virtual infrastructure.

Itmanages clusters of ESX/ESXi hosts, including their VMs, hypervisors, and other parts of the

virtualized environment. The vGWVirtual Gateway connects to the vCenter for visibility into

all VMs.
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virtual appliances Pre-built software solutions designed to run in virtual machines. Virtual appliances are

comprised of one or more virtual machines that are packaged, maintained, updated, and

managed as a unit. Virtual appliances are more secure and reliable than traditional software.

The vGWSecurity Design VM and the vGWSecurity VM components are integrated with the

VMware
®
infrastructure as virtual appliances.

Virtual Chassis Interconnecteddevices functioning as one logical device. Similar to aVirtual SwitchingSystem

or a stack.

Virtual Extensible LAN VXLAN. Network virtualization protocol defined in RFC 7348 for running an overlay network

on a Layer 3 infrastructure to connect multiple Layer 2 networks across Layer 3 connections.

VXLANs address the scalability issues in large cloud computing deployments caused by the

limited number of traditional VLANs. VXLANs use a larger identification field than VLANs. This

field theoretically allows the creation of more than 16million unique VXLANs.

virtual local area

network

VLAN. Logical group of network devices that appear to be on the sameLAN, regardless of their

physical location. VLANs are configured as unique Layer 2 broadcast domains consisting of

logical, rather thanphysical, connections,making themextremely flexible.VLANsallownetwork

administrators to resegment their networks without physically rearranging the devices or

network connections. VLANs span one or more ports onmultiple devices. By default, each

VLANmaintains its own Layer 2 forwarding database containingMAC addresses learned from

packets received on ports belonging to the VLAN.

virtual machine VM. Simulation of a physical machine such as a workstation or a server that runs on a host

that supports virtualization. Many VMs can run on the same host, sharing its resources. A VM

has its ownoperating system that canbedifferent from that of other VMs running on the same

host.

virtual network Network that does not consist of physical hardware connections between computing devices;

the connections are implemented using methods of network virtualization.

virtual private network VPN. Uses a public TCP/IP network, typically the Internet, while maintaining privacy with a

tunneling protocol, encryption, and security procedures. See also tunneling protocol.

virtualization Technology that abstracts the physical characteristics of amachine, creating a logical version

of it, including creating logical versions of entities such as operating systems and various

network resources.

VLAN virtual local area network. Logical group of network devices that appear to be on the same

LAN, regardless of their physical location. VLANs are configured as unique Layer 2 broadcast

domains consisting of logical, rather than physical, connections, making them extremely

flexible. VLANs allow network administrators to resegment their networks without physically

rearranging the devices or network connections. VLANs span one or more ports onmultiple

devices. By default, each VLANmaintains its own Layer 2 forwarding database containing

MAC addresses learned from packets received on ports belonging to the VLAN.
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VM virtual machine. Simulation of a physical machine such as a workstation or a server that runs

onahost that supports virtualization.ManyVMscan runon thesamehost, sharing its resources.

A VM has its own operating system that can be different from that of other VMs running on

the same host.

vMotion VMware
®
technology that allows for transition of active, or live, virtual machines from one

physical server to another, undetectable to the user, it allows VMware to migrate a "live" VM

(that is, a VM that is still running with no downtime), from one ESXi host to another host on a

differentphysical server. vMotionallows for systemmaintenanceonhostsandoffers improved

performance if greater capacity is available on another host.

VMSafe Firewall The vGWVirtual Gateway installation mode, formally referred to as VMSafe Firewall +

Monitoring, that provides both firewall configuration support and virtual machine monitoring.

In this mode, the vGWVirtual Gateway loads a kernel module into the VMware hypervisor on

the ESX/ESXi host to be secured andmanages it.

VMSafe Firewall +

Monitoring

The vGWVirtual Gateway installationmode that provides both firewall configuration support

and virtualmachinemonitoring. In thismode, the vGWVirtual Gateway loads a kernelmodule

into the VMware
®
hypervisor on the ESX/ESXi host to be secured andmanages it. This is the

default and recommended installationmode. Thismode is also referred to as VMSafe Firewall

mode.

VMSafeMonitoring The vGWVirtual Gateway installation mode that is used for monitoring only. This mode is

similar to the VMSafe Firewall + Monitoring mode except that no firewall policy is loaded on

a VM. This mode allows you to deploy the vGWVirtual Gateway with the assurance that

security policies do not block traffic.

VMware vSphere A VMware cloud operating system that canmanage large pools of virtualized computing

infrastructure, including software and hardware.

VMwarevSphereclient An application or software that administers VMware vSphere.

vNIC A virtualized network interface card that connects a VM to a vSwitch. A VM can havemultiple

vNICs.AvNICpresents the samemediaaccesscontrol (MAC) interface thataphysical interface

provides.

Voice over Internet

Protocol

VoIP. Enables people to use the Internet as the transmission medium for telephone calls by

sending voice data in packets using the Internet Protocol instead of over traditional telephony

circuits.

VoIP Voice over Internet Protocol. Enables people to use the Internet as the transmission medium

for telephone calls by sending voice data in packets using the Internet Protocol instead of over

traditional telephony circuits.

VPN virtual private network. Uses a public TCP/IP network, typically the Internet, whilemaintaining

privacy with a tunneling protocol, encryption, and security procedures.
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VRRP VirtualRouterRedundancyProtocol.OnFastEthernetandGigabitEthernet interfaces, enables

you to configure virtual default routers.

vSRX Virtual security appliance that provides security and networking services in virtualized private

orpublic cloudenvironments. vSRX runsasavirtualmachine (VM)onx86servers that support

virtualization, and it enables advanced security and routing at the network edge inmultitenant

virtualized environments. Junos OS Release 12.1X47-D20 for vSRX was originally called Firefly

Perimeter. See also Firefly Perimeter.

vSwitch A virtualized switch that resides on a physical server and directs traffic among VMs and their

virtualized applications. Network activity between co located VMs transits it.

VXLAN Virtual Extensible LAN. Network virtualization protocol defined in RFC 7348 for running an

overlay network on a Layer 3 infrastructure to connect multiple Layer 2 networks across Layer

3 connections. VXLANs address the scalability issues in large cloud computing deployments

caused by the limited number of traditional VLANs. VXLANs use a larger identification field

thanVLANs. This field theoretically allows thecreationofmore than 16millionuniqueVXLANs.

W

WAN wide area network. Computer network that connects LANs and other types of networks

together, so that users and computers in one location can communicate with users and

computers in other locations, spanning regions, countries, or even the world. See also LAN,

MAN.

WebApp Secure Application thatprotectswebsites fromwould-beattackers, fraud, and theft. It usesdeception

to detect, track, profile, and block attackers in real time by inserting detection points into a

web server's output to identify attackers before they do damage. It then tracks detected

attackers, profiling their behavior and deploying countermeasures.

WEP WiredEquivalentPrivacy.Protocol for encryptingdataexchangedonwirelessnetworks.Defined

in the original IEEE 802.11 standard.

Wi-Fi Technology that enableselectronicdevices to transmit and receivedataoverawirelessnetwork

generally in the 2.4 GHz and 5.0 GHz radio bands according to the IEEE 802.11 standard. See

alsoWLAN.

Wi-FiProtectedAccess WPA/WPA2. Successor toWEP, defined in the IEEE 802.11i standard. See alsoWEP.

wide area network WAN. Computer network that connects LANs and other types of networks together, so that

users and computers in one location can communicate with users and computers in other

locations, spanning regions, countries, or even the world. See also LAN, MAN.

wireless local area

network

WLAN. Type of LAN in which mobile users can connect to the network through a wireless

(radio) connection. The IEEE 802.11 standard specifies the technologies for wireless LANs,

including theWired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) encryption algorithm.
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WLAN wireless local area network. Type of LAN in which mobile users can connect to the network

through awireless (radio) connection. The IEEE 802.11 standard specifies the technologies for

wireless LANs, including theWired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) encryption algorithm.

WPA/WPA2 Wi-Fi Protected Access. Successor toWEP, defined in the IEEE 802.11i standard.See alsoWEP.

X

XFP transceiver 10-gigabit small form-factor pluggable (SFP) transceiver that provides support for fiber-optic

cables. XFPs are hot-insertable and hot-removable. See also SFP transceiver.

XML Extensible Markup Language. Used for defining a set of markers, called tags, that define the

function and hierarchical relationships of the parts of a document or data set.

XSLT Extensible Stylesheet Language for Transformations. Standard for processing XML data

developed by theWorldWideWeb Consortium (W3C). XSLT performs XML-to-XML

transformations, turning an input XML hierarchy into an output XML hierarchy. The XSLT

specification is on theW3Cwebsite at http://www.w3c.org/TR/xslt.

Y

YANG Yet Another Next Generation. Data modeling language for NETCONF. See also NETCONF.

Z

zero-touch

provisioning

Method of automatically provisioning new Juniper Networks switches in your network. When

you physically connect a switch to the network and boot it with a factory default configuration,

zero-touch provisioning attempts to upgrade the Junos OS software automatically and to

autoinstall a configuration file from the network.
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